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The author constructs a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from a monadic three- 
valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, gneralizing A. Monteiro's (1974) construction f a three- 
valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from a monadic Boolean algebra, nd constructs a rnonadic 
three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil a gebra from a monadic n-valued one, generalizing V.
Boicescu's (1971) construction f a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from an n-valued 
one, n t> 3. Thus one can construct a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from a monadic 
n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, n~> 2. 
In~oduction 
The notion of a three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra has been introduced by 
Moisil [8-10]. He has also introduced the notion of an n-valued Lukasiewicz 
algebra [9], called therefore, by Cignoli [12], a Moisil algebra of order n. 
A. Monteiro [1] has found a construction ~ of a three-valued Lukasiewicz- 
Moisil algebra from a monadic Boolean algebra, using the theory of N-lattices 
(Nelson algebras). L. Monteiro and Coppola [5] give a direct proof of the result 
obtained in [1]. A. Monteiro [1] and L. Monteiro [13] have also proved that, 
given a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra L, there exists a monadic 
Boolean algebra A such that .~(A), the three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra 
obtained from A by the construction ~, is isomorphic with L. 
Boicescu [3, 4] gives some constructions of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil 
algebra from an n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra. 
In Section 1 we give a construction ~ '  of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil 
algebra from a monadic three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra, generalizing 
the construction from [5]. In Section 2 we give some constructions of a monadic 
three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra from a monadic n-valued Lukasiewicz- 
Moisil algebra, extending the results from [3, 4] to monadic algebras. 
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1. A construction of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisii algebra from a 
monadic tlu'ee-valued Lulmsiewicz-Moisil algebra 
Definitions and properties 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the definitions and the properties of a 
distributive lattice and of a Boolean algebra. 
Definition. A three-valued Lukas iewicz -Mois i l  algebra (3-L.M.A.) is an algebra 
(A ; v,  ^ ,  - ,  s2, 1), where A is a non-empty set, v and ^  are binary operations, - 
and s2 are unary operations, 1 ~ A (nullary operation), satisfying the following 
axioms [2]: 
(S1) x^(xvy)=x, 
(S2) xA(yvz)=(ZAX)V(yAx) ,  
(N1) - -x  = x, 
(N2) - (x  ^  y) = -x  v -y ,  
(L0) x v I = 1, 
(L1) -x  v s2x = 1, 
(L2) x ^ -x  = -x  ^ s2x, , 
(L3) s2(x ^  y) = szx  ^  s2y. 
L. Monteiro [6] has proved that axiom (L0) is dependent on the others and that 
the axioms (S1), ($2), (N1), (N2), (L1), (L2) and (L3) are independent. 
From ($1) and ($2) (cf. [11]) we have that A is a distributive lattice, with last 
dement  1 (from (L0). If we put 0 = -1 ,  then 0 is the first element. From (N1) and 
(N2) we have that the operation - is an involutive duality (see (L4)-(L15) below). 
Let us denote by sl the operation defined on A, for every x, by 
s ix  = -s2( -x ) .  (1) 
Definition. A raonadic three-valued Lukas iewicz -Mo is i l  algebra (monadic 3- 
L.M.a.) is a pair (A,  3), where A is a 3-L.M.a. and 3 : A ~ A is a mapping, called 
an existential quantifier, such that, for every x, y ~ A,  the following axioms hold 
[7]: 
(E0) 30 = 0, 
(El)  x ^ 3x  = x, or equivalent x v3x  = =Ix, or x ~<3x, 
(E2) 3(x ^ 3y)  = 3x ^ 3y,  
(E3) s13x = 3s ix  and s23x = 3s2x. 
Let V : A ~ A be the mapping, called a universal quantifier, defined by 
Vx =-3( -x) .  (2) 
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We now give some properties [12] verified in a 3-L.M.a.: 
(L4) XA0=0,  XA I=x,  XV0=X, 
(L5) s i (xvy)=s ixvs ly ,  i=1 ,2 ,  
(L6) si (x A y) = SiX A sly, i = 1, 2, 
(L7) six v -s lx  = 1, i = 1, 2, 
(L8) six A--SiX = O, i = 1, 2, 
(L9) slsix = six, i, j = 1, 2, 
(L10) s l ( -x )=-s2x ,  s2( -x )=-s lx ,  
(L l l )  slx<~x<~s2x, 
(L12) - (x  vy)  = -x  A--y, 
(L13) s i0=0,  s i l= l ,  i=1 ,2 ,  
(L14) -x  v s2x = 1, x A Sl(--X) = O, 
(L15) The set B(A)={x~A [x=six ,  i= l ,2}  is a Boolean algebra, with the 
induced operations v, A,--, 0 and 1, and in a Boolean algebra we have x ~< y ¢~ 
-xvy  = 1 ¢:>xA--y =0.  
In a monadic 3-L.M.a. there are more properties [7], e.g., 
(U0) Vl  = 1, 
(U1) Vx~<x, 
(U2) V(x vVy)  = Vx vVy, 
(U3) slVx = Vs lx  and s2Vx = Vs2x, 
(E4) -::Ix = V(-x) ,  (U4) ,Vx  = 3( -x ) ,  
(E5) 31 = 1, (U5) V0 = 0, 
(E6) ::r'-Ix = ::Ix, (U6) *¢~¢x = Vx, 
(E7) If x~<y, then 3x~<3y, (U7) If x~<y, then Vx~<Vy, 
(E8) y ~<3x ¢# 3y ~<3x, (U8) Vx ~< y ¢# Vx ~<Vy, 
(E9) -x  v s23x = 1, (U9) -x  A SIVX = O, 
(El0) 3x v s2(-x) = 1, (U10) Vx A s l ( -x )  = 0, 
(E l l )  : : l (xvy)=3xv=ly,  (U l l )  V(XAy)=VxAVy,  
(E12) 3(x AVy) = 3X AVy, (U12) '¢(x v3y)  = Vx v3y,  
(El3) ~¢x = Vx, (U13) V3x = ::Ix, 
(E14) VSlX <~SlX <~x <~s2x <~3s2x, 
(El5) -s~3x =-3s lx  =Vs/( -x) ,  and 
-Vs ix  =::lsi(-x) =s i3 ( -x ) ,  i, ] = 1, 2, i¢= i. 
Construction .Sg' 
Let (A, 3) be a monadic 3-L.M.a. and 
by 
x O > y = 3s2(-x)  v y. 
O > be a binary operation defined on A 
(3) 
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Let us define on A a binary operation --* by 
x - - *y=(x  O>y)A(--y O>--X). 
We put, by definition, 
x U y = (x - -> y ) - ->  y, 
x n y = - ( -x  u-y) .  
Lemmn 1. For every x, y ~ A we have 
X tO y = VSlX V y V (X AVSl(--y)), 
x tO y = (x v y) A (Vs~x v y vVs~( -y ) ) ,  
x n y = 3s2x A y A (x v=ls2(-y)), 
X CI y = (X A y) V (3sex A y AZ:Is2(--y)). 
Plaint. By distributivity, (E14) and absorption, we obtain 
X --> y = ( : ]S2( - -x )  A ::ls2y) V y V - -x.  
If we put x ~ y = D, then from (5) and (4') we obtain 









putting B = 3s2( -D)  A :152y and C = y v -D ,  we have x tO y = B v C. 
But, using (E15), distributivity, (L5), (L6), (U3), (L9) and (E14), we obtain 
B = 3s2(x A -y  A (Vslx VVSl(-y))) A::Is2y 
= 3((S2X A S2(-- y) AVSlX) V (S2X A S2(-- y) AVSl(--y))) A ::ls2y 
= ::I((VS tX A S2(--y)) V (S2X AVSl(--y))) A::Is2y. 
By (E l l )  and (E12), by distributivity, (E15), (E3), (L8) and (L4), we obtain 
B = ((::ls2(- y) AVStX) V (3S2X AVSl(--y))) A3s2y 
= (VSxX A=lSz(--y) AZ:ls2y) V (3S2X AVSl(--y) A ::ls2y) 
= (VS lX  A: lS2(- -y)  A3s2Y)  V (3S2X A - -3s2y A3s2y)  
= VSlX A::IS2(--y) A::Is2y. 
On the other hand, by (E15), distributivity and (E14), we have that 
C = -D  v y = (x A- -y  A (VSlX VVSl(--y)))V y 
= (XA--y AVSlX )V(xA-y  AVSl(--y))Vy 
= (VSlX A --y) V (X AVSl(--y)) V y. 
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Hence, 
xUy  =BvC 
= (VSIX A3$2(--y ) A :~s2y ) V (~$1X A --y) V (X A ~¢$1(-- y)) V y 
= (10rS1X A (--y V (3S2(--y) A3s2y))) V (X AVSl(--y)) V y 
= (VSlX A (--y v::ls2(--y)) A (--y V =ls2y)) V (X AVSt(--y)) V y, 
using distributivity. 
Further on, by (E14), (E3) and (E9), we have that 
X U y = (VSlX A ::ls2(--y)) V (X AVSl(--y)) V y. 
Therefrom we obtain, using distributivity, then (E3) and (E9), 
x U y = ((VSlX V y) A (::1$2(--y) V y)) V (X AVSI(--y)) 
= ~SlX V y V (X AVSl(--y)) ,
hence (7). 
Therefrom, using distributivity and (E14), we have 
x U y = (x v y) A (Vs~x v y vVs~(-y)), 
hence (8). 
We obtain (9) from (6), using successively (L12), (N2), (N1) and (E15), and (10) 
is obtained from (9), using distributivity and (E14). [] 
We define a binary relation ------ on A by 
f s~x O•  s~y=l ,  
¢:~,J sly 0 • six 1, (11) 
x=y [ - s2y  O•-s2x  1, 
L--S2 x 0 >--s2y 1. 
The right-hand side is equivalent to 
3s2(-slx) v sly = 1 
3s2(-sly)vslx 1 
3s2s2y v -s2x  1 
3s2s2x v -s2y  1 
f :ls2(-x) v sly = 1 
¢* ~rts2(-y)vs lx = 1 
3s2y v -s2x  = 1 
I~ 3s2x v -s2y  = 1 
f -Vs tx  vsly = 1 
~-Vsly VSl x= 1 
3s2y v-s2x  = 1 
L3s2x v-s2y = 1 
(VSlX<~sly rVslx<~Vsly 
¢=~ l '4sty  <~s~ x ¢~ ~VslY <~ Vslxc=I, ?s ,x  = Vs~Y 
/ s2x ~:::ls2y / ~]"~2X ~[s2Y L=lS2 X = :::lS2Y 
k s2y ~3s2x ~.3s2y<~3s2x 
using successively (3), (L10) and (L9), (E15), (L15), (U8) and (E8). Consequently, 
x-----y if and only if 3s2x=3s2y and Vs~x=Vsly. (12) 
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Theorem 1. The relation - ,  defined on A, is an equivalence relation, which 
satisfies the substitution property for the operations U, N, - ,  =Is2, Vsl. 
Let L = A/.. be the quotient set and ~ be the equivalence class containing x ~ A. I[ 
we put J2 U ~ = (x LI y)^, ~ f7 2¢) = (x f3 y)^, ~ = (-x)  ^ , or2~ = (::ls2x) ^ , crl~ = (Vs~x) ^ 
and I = 1, then the system (L; U, N, ~, ¢r2, I) is a 3-L.M.a. 
Proo|. The proof being long, we decompose it into a few lemmas. 
Lemmn 2. For every x, y ~ A we have 
- (xUy)=-xn-y  and - (xNy)=-xU-y .  
Proot. Using (7), (E15) and (9), we obtain 
- (x  U y) = -Vs lx  ^  ( -x  v- 'Cs l ( -y))  ^  - y  
= 3s2(-x) A ( -x  v3s2y) A--y = -x  n -y .  
Using (9), (El5) and (7), we obtain, similarly, - (x  N y )=-x  U-y .  
Lemm~ 3. ::ls2(x U y) = ::ls2x v3s2y for every x, y ~ A. 
[ ]  
]Proof. Applying successively (7), then (L5) and (E l l ) ,  then (L6), (U3), then 
(L9), (El3), (El2), then (E15), then (E3), distributivity and (L15) and finally 
(E14), we obtain 
3S2(X g y) =3S2(VSlX V(X AVSl(--y)) V y) 
= :::ls2Vs 1x v3s2(x AVSl(--y)) V3sey 
= 3VS2SlX V:::I(s2x AVS2Sl(--y)) V:::ls2y 
= VSxX V (::ls2x AVSl(--y)) V::Is2y 
= Vs~x v (3s2x A--=Is2y) v=ls2y 
= Vslx v(:ls2x v:ls2y) = =lszx v:ls2y. [ ]  
Lemma 4. Vs l (x f~y)=VSlXAVSly  for every x, yeA.  
ProoL Using (E15), Lemma 2, Lemma 3, (L12) and (E15), we obtain 
Vsl(x f7 y) = -3s2( - (x  N y)) = -::ls2(-x U -y )  
= - (::ls2(- x ) v ::Is2( - y)) = -::Is2(- x ) A -::ls2(- y) 
=VSlXAVSly, [] 
Lemma $. 3S2(Xny)=3S2X A3S2y for every x, yeA.  
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l~oot. 
3(x n y) = 
= ::l((x A y) V (:::IS2X A y A::Is2(-- y)) 
= =I(x A y)  V =I(=:Iszx A y A=ls2( - -y ) )  
= ::l(x A y) V (::l(y ^  ::Is2x) A ::tS2(-- y)) 





= (3(x ^  y) v3y)  ^  (3(x ^  y) v3s2x)  ^  (3(x ^  y) v3s2( -y ) )  
using distributivity 
=3((xAy)vy)A=I((xAy)vs2x)A=t((XAy)VS2(--y)) by (El l)  
= ::ly A:::l((x V S2X ) A (y V S2X)) A ::I(x V S2(--y)) ^  (y V S2(--Y))) 
by idempotency and distributivity 
=3yA3(S2XA(yvszx))A3(XVS2(--y)) by (El4), (L14), (L4) 
= 3y ^  :ls2x ^  3(x v s2(- y)) by idempotency 
= 3y A3S2X A (3X V:IS2(--y)) by (El l)  
= (3y ^ rls2x ^3x) v (3y ^ 3s2x A3S2(--y)) using distributivity 
= (:tXA::ly)v(3s2x ^3y A3S2(--y)) by (E3), (E14). 
Using successively (E3), the relation obtained, then (L5) and (L6), then (E3) and 
idempotency, we have 
3s2(x n y) = s23(x n y) 
= S2((::Ix A::ly) V (::1S2 x A3y A::ls2(--y)) 
= (S2~X A s2=ly) V (~S2 X A S2:::ly A=ls2(--y)) = ~S2X A3s2y.  [] 
Lemma 6. Vsl(x U y) = VS1X VVSly, for every x, y ~ A. 
Proof. 
Vsl(x u y) = -3s2( - (x  u y)) = -3s2(-x n-y)  
= --(3Sz(--X) A::IS2(--y)) = --::152(--X) V--::lS2(--y) 
= Vslx vVsty, 
using successively (El5), Lemma 2, Lemma 5, (N2) and (El5). [] 
Lemmn 7. The relation =, defined on A by (11), is an equivalence relation. 
I~mma 8. The equivalence relation ~ satisfies the substitution property for the 
operations U, N, - ,  3s2, Vsl. 
Proof. Let x, x', y, y' ~ A, with x ~x '  and y = y'. Then, using (12) and Lemmas 3 
and 6, we obtain 
3s2(x U y) = 3s2x v=ls2y = 3s2x' v3s2y '  = 3s2(x' U y') 
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and 
VSI(X U y) = VSlX vVs ly  = VS1X' VVs ly '  = VSI(X' U y'), 
which is the substitution property for U, and similarly, using (12) and Lemmas 5 
and 4, we obtain 
7~lS2(X I~ y) = ~]$2 X A~ls2y = ~]$2 Xt A :::ls2y' = 3S2(X' n y') 
and 
VSI(X n y) = Vslx AVsly = VSlX' AVsXy' = VSl(X' Cl y'), 
which is the substitution property for n.  
By (12) and (El5), we obtain 
3s2( -x )  = -¥s~x = -Vs lx '  = 3s2( -x ' )  
and 
Vs l ( -x )  = -3s2x  = -3s2x '  = Vs l ( -x ' ) ,  
which is the substitution property for - .  
By assumption and (12), we have, directly, 
::lSEOSEX) = ::ls2OsEx') and VslOs2x) = VSl(:lSEX'), 
~]S2(VS1X ) = ~]SE(VSlX' ) and Vsl(Vslx) = Vsl(Vslx'), 
which is the substitution property for 3s2, Vs~. [] 






The system (L = A / , ;  U, n) is a distributive lattice. 
It is sufficient [11] to verify the properties 
~ n(~ U~)=:~, 
~n@u~)=(~n~)u@n~). 
By definition of n,  LJ on L and by (12) and using Lemmas 5 and 3, and 
Lemmas 4 and 6, respectively with (S1), we obtain 
and 
3s2(x n (x U y)) = 3s2x A (3s2x v3s2y) = 3s2x 
VSl(X (7 (X U y)) = VSlX A (~¢Sl~ VVs ly  ) = VSl.~, 
hence (S'1). 
Similarly, using Lemmas 5 and 3, and Lemmas 4 and 6, respectively with ($2), 
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we obtain 
and 
3s2( x n (y U z ) ) = 3s2x A (3s2y v 3s2z )
= (:~s2z ^ 3s2x)  v (3s2y ^ 3s2x)  
= 3s2( (z  n x) u (y n x)) 
Vs~(x n (y u z)) = Vs~x A (Vs~y VVS~Z) 
= (VS~Z ^VS~X) VOCS~y ^ VS~X) 
= VS~((Z n x) u (y n x)), 
hence (S'2). [] 
Lemmaa 10. In the lattice (L; U, n), I = 1 is the last element, i.e., it verifies 
(L'0) ~ U i = i for every ~ E L. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3, (L13), (E5), and Lemma 6, (L13), (U0) respectively with 
(L0), we obtain 
3s2(x U 1) = ::]s2x v3s21 = ::ls2x v 1 = 1 = 3s21 
and 
Vsl(x U 1) = Vslx vVs~l = Vslx v I = 1 = Vs11, 
i.e., (L'O). [] 
Lemm. 11. In the lattice (L; U, n), the operation ~,  defined on L, verifies 
(N'I) - -~=2,  
(N'2) - (~  n 9) = -~ u -~.  
Proof. The proof immediately follows from the definitions, (N1) and Lemma 
2. [] 
Lemmm 12. In the lattice (L; U, n), the operations ~,  cr 2 and I = 1 verify 
(UI)  ~J2 Uorz~2 = i ,  
(L'2) t f'1 ~t  = ~J2 na2~2, 
(L'3) crz(~ N Y) = a2~ n o'2~. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3, then (El5), (E3), then (E6), (L9), then (U3), (E3), 
(L l l ) ,  (L15) and finally (L13), (E5), we obtain 
3s2( -  x U 3s2x ) = 3s2( -  x ) v 3sz(3s2x ) = -V  S l X v ~ts2s2x 
= -VS lX  v3szx  = 1 = 3szl .  
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Similarly, using Lemma 6, then (El5), (E3), then (E3), (U13), (L9), then (E3), 
(L7) and finally (L13), (U0), we obtain 
VSl(--X U3S2x ) : VSI(--X ) V~SI(3S2X ) = --3S2X V~SlS2X 
= -s23x  v3s2x = 1 = Vsl l ,  
hence (L'I). 
To prove (L'2), first of all, using Lemma 5, then (E3), then (E6), (L9), then 
Lemma 5, we obtain 
3s2( -  x n 3s2 x ) = 3s2( -  x ) A 3s23s2 x = 3s2( -  x ) A zr'qs2s2x 
= 3s2(-x)  ^ 3s2x  = 3s2(x n -x ) .  
Secondly, using Lemma 4, then (E15), (E3), then (U13), (L9) and finally (E3), 
(L8), we obtain 
~Sl ( - -  x ~'~ S2X ) : ~S I ( - -X  ) A VSl(:7~S2X) = --~71S2 x ^~SlS2X 
= --~lS2X ^ =:IS2X = 0, 
and using Lemma 4, then (El5), then (U3), (E3), then (El4), (L15), we obtain 
VSl(X N --X) = VSlX ^VSI(--X ) : VSIX A --~lS2X = S1VX ^  --S2~lX : 0, " 
hence VSl ( -X  N3s2x)  = VSl(X fq -x ) ,  hence (L'2). 
To prove (L'3), we remark that, using (9), (E3), (E6), (L9), (S1) and Lemma 5, 
we have 
3s2x N 3s2y = 3s23s2x A (3s2x v3s2(-:ls2y)) A 3s2y 
= ::I:Is2s2x A (3SzX V3Sz(--3sZy))A =lsay 
= ::lSzX A (3S2X v::ls2(--3s2y)) A3s2y = :lS2X A::lszy 
= ::ls2(x n y), 
hence (L'3). [ ]  
Proo! o! Theorem 1 (continued). By Lemmas 9, 10, 11 and 12 we obtain that 
the system (L  =A/ . ;  U, N, - ,  cr2, I=  1) is a 3-L.M.a. [] 
The next property is verified (see (1)), 
o'1~ = -o '2 -  ~. (1') 
Indeed, using the definition of Crl, (El5), the definitions of - and o"2, we have that 
cr~ = (Vs~x) ^ = ( - :~s2(-  x) ) ^  = ~(3s2( -  x ) ) ^  = ~, r~( -  x ) ^  = -0"2 ~ ~. 
Remarks. (1) If s ix  =s2x  = Id x =x, hence, if we have a monadic Boolean 
algebra (i.e., a monadic 2-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra) instead of a 
monadic 3-L.M.a., the construction and the theorem we gave are reduced to those 
from [5]. 
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(2) If (A; v,  ^ , - ,  s2, 1, 3) is a monadic 3-L.M.a., then (A ;U ,  n, - ,  3s2,1) is 
not a 3-L.M.a. (for example, (L2) is not verified), where U, n are those defined by 
(5), (6). 
(3) If (A; v,  ^ , - ,  Sz, 1,3) is a monadic 3-L.M.a., then (B(A) ,3 )  is a monadic 
Boolean algebra (see (L15)). The construction from [1,5] gives a 3-L.M.a. 
L '=B(A) / I .  We can prove that L'  is a subalgebra of the 3-L.M.a. L =A/ I .  
(4) Given a 3-L.M.a. L, there exists a monadic 3-L.M.a. A, such that a 
subalgebra of ~' (A) ,  the 3-L.M.a. obtained from A by the above ~ '  construction, 
is isomorphic with L. The proof of this result is based on [13] and it will be 
published elsewhere. 
2. Constructions ot a monadic three-valued Lnk~iewicz-MoisH algebra h'om a 
monadic n-valued Lukasiewicz-MoisH algebra 
Construction 1 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the definition of an n-valued 
Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (n-L.M.a.), n t> 2 [12]. 
Dellnition. A monadic n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (monadic n-L.M.a.), 
nI>2, is a pair (A',3),  where A'  is an n-L.M.a. (A'; U, n ,~,  rl, rz . . . . .  r ,_ l ,1) 
and =I:A'---> A'  is a mapping, called an existential quantifier, such that, for every 
x, y e A', the following axioms hold: 
(F0) 30 = 0, where 0 = 71,  
(F1) x ~<:lx, 
(F2) 3(x n:,x) =3x n:~y, 
(F3) :~rix = ri:~x, i = 1 . . . . .  n -  1. 
Let (A',=I) be a monadic n-L.M.a., n~>3. In the n-L.M.a. A'  we put [3,4] 
X ---> y = rn-1-qX U y, 
x >---~ y = (x ---> y) n (-7 y --> ~x),  
xvy  = (x >--> y) >---> y = rlx Uy U(x n rl--ay) 
= (x U y) n(r lx  U y U rl-7 y), 
x ^ y = ~( -~x v -~y) = r . _ lx  n y n (x u r ._ l  ~ y) 
= (x n y) u (r._~x n r . _~ y), 
xRyC~(x>--->y=l and y >--->x =1) 
¢# (rlx = fly and rn-lX = r,- ly).  
"I'aeorem 2. Let (A', =1) be a monadic n-L.M.a., n>~3. The relation R is an 
equivalence relation on A' ,  which satisfies the substitution property [or 
V, A, -1, rl,  rn_l, ~i. 
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Let A = A'/R be the quotient set. I f  we put ;2 v ~ = (x v y)^, ;2/x ~ = (x/x y)^, 
-£c = (~x)  ^ , s1£c = (rlx) ^ , s2~ = (rn-lx) ^ , 1 = i = {1} and ::12 = (~x)", then, 
(a) the system (A : v,/x, - ,  s2, 1) is a 3-L.M.a, and 
(b) the pair (A, 3) is a monadic 3-L.M.a. 
l~toof. It is proved in [3, 4] that R is an equivalence relation, satisfying the 
substitution property for v, ^ , --1, rl, r,_l. Let xRx', x, x' ~ A'. By definition of R 
and (F3), we obtain 
rlBx = Brlx =:~rlx' = rl~IX ' and r._iBx = Br  n_ l  X -~ Brn - lX t  = rn- l~IX ', 
hence the substitution property for =I. 
The proof of (a) is done in [3, 4]. To prove (b), we have to verify (E0), (El), 
(E2) and (E3) for every ~,~A,  where I )=- i=(~l )  ^. So, rlZl0=rl0 and 
r._130 = r._10, by (F0), hence (E0). 
Further, we have 
rl(x AZlX) = rl((X nBx)  u (r._lX N~x N r._l ~: lx) )  
= rl(x U(rn_lx i'-'l~x n rn_l--IBx)) 
= rlx U (r._~x O r~:~x N r . _~: lx )  
= rlx U (r._lx n r~:~x N ~r~Bx) 
= r lx  U ( r . _ lx  no)  = r lx  LIO = rlx, 
and 
r._~(x ^  :~x) = r._~((x n:~x) U (r._~x n:~x n r . _~7: ix ) )  
= r._~x U r._~(r._~x ¢q~x N r._~-7::lx) 
= r._~x U(r ._~x n r._~::ix O r._~-l~lx) = r._~x, 
hence (El). 
Verification of (E2): 
rl~l(x A~ly) = rl~i((x nBy) L.J (m_i X f--~ ly N rn_l-l~ly)) 
= Brl((x f"l ~ly) !..J (rn_lX n By n rn_ 1 --q~ly)) 
= Zl(rl(x fqBy) U r~(r._~x n~y f3 r._~ ~:ly)) 
= B(rl(x n=ly) t_J (r._~x fq r~=ly fq r._l~By)) 
= B(r~(x n~ly) u (r._~x fq r~:ly n --1 r~ly)) 
= ~(h(x  NBy) U (r._~x NO)) 
=Br~(x n:ay) = r~:~(x nBy) = r l~x  n:~y), 
and 
rl(~x A~ly) = rl((~x n~ly) I..J (rn_l~X n~y N rn_ 1 --l~ly)) 
= r~x nZly) U rx(r ._~x nBy n r._l~=ly) 
= r~(:~x fq=ly) U (r._xBx n r~:ly f3 r._~--a:iy) 
= r l~x  fq=ly) LJ (r._~Bx n r~:~y N~r~By) 
= r~x NBy) U (r,~_iBx NO) = r~x N~ly), 
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by (F3), the properties of rl, r._~ and (F2), hence r l : l (x^:ly) = r l (3x^: ly) ;  simi- 
larly, we obtain r._~Zl(x^Zly)= rn_l~'JxA~ly), hence (E2). 
Verification of (E3). With (F3), we obtain 
r l (r l : ix)=rl~Arlx) and r._l(rl~lx)= r . _ l~r lx )  
and 
r l (r ._ l : lx)= r l~r . - l x )  and r ._ l ( r ._ l~lx)=r ._ l~r ._xX) ,  
hence (E3). []  
Remarks .  (1) We can construct a 3-L.M.a. from a monadic n-L.M.a, for each 
n >~2. If n t>3, this follows by applying successively Construction 1 and Con- 
struction ~ '  of this paper, while for n = 2 we can apply directly the construction of 
A. Monteiro, since every (monadic) Boolean algebra is a (monadic) 2-L.M.a. 
(2) If (A ' ;U ,A ,~, ra ,  r2 . . . . .  r . - l ,  1, =1) is a monadic n-L.M.a., then 
(A';  v ,^,~,  r . _ : , l , : i )  is not a monadic 3-L.M.a. (for example, (L2) is not 
verified), where v,  ^  are those defined in this section. 
(3) If (A'; : I)  is a monadic n-L.M.a., n~>3, then (B(A ' ) ,  =1) is a monadic 
Boolean algebra, where B(A  ') = {x ~ A ' ] x = rlx, i = 1, n - 1}. By remark (1), from 
(A', :i) we obtain a 3-L.M.a. L and by the construction of A. Monteiro, from 
(B(A ' ) ,  :1) we obtain a 3-L.M.a. L'.  We can prove that L '  is a subalgebra of L. 
Construction 2 
Let (A', :1) be a monadic n-L.M.a., n > 3. We define in the n-L.M.a. A '  [3, 4] 
the following relations: 
R1, R2 . . . .  , R(.-1)/2, if n is odd, 
and 
R1, R2 . . . . .  R./: if n is even, 
respectively, by 
xR ly  ¢~ (rlx = rly and r ._ lx = r. - ly) ,  
xR:y  ¢:~ (rzx = r:y and r._zX = r.-zy), 
xR(._l)/2y ¢~ (r¢.-1)/2x = r¢.-1)/2y and r(.+l)/RX = r(.+l)/2Y), 
xR./2y ¢:) (r./2x = r./zy). 
We denote by Ai = A' /m = {~2(Ri) ]x ~ A'}, i = 1 . . . .  , k, with k = (n - 1)/2 or 
k = n/2, and we define on A~ the following operations [3, 4]: 
~(R,) v ~(R,) = (x U y)^(R,), 
~2(R,)/x ~(R,) = (x fq y)^(R,), 
- ~ (R,) = (Tx)  ^ (R,), 
sl~(Ri)  = (rix)^(Ri), 
s2~(R,) = (r.-,x)^(R~ .) 
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(we remark that for n even and i = n/2, rix = r._~x = r./2x, hence s~ = s2), 
i(R,) ={x EA ' IxR~I} .  
In the monadic n-L.M.a. (A', =1) we take the above relations and, in the 
corresponding sets A ,  we take the above operations and one more: 
3~(R,) = ~x)"(R,) .  
Remarks. (1) i(R1)={1}. Indeed, 
x e i (R0  ¢* xR l l  
¢:> (rlx = q l  = 1 and rn_l X = r . - l l  = 1) 
¢:~ (rlx = 1 = r._xx) ¢~ x = 1, 
by l=r lx<-x<~rn_ lx=l .  
(2) 6(R~) = {0}. 
(3) ff n is even, then Yc(R.a)=(r .nx)"(R.n) ,  since r,,Iz(r,,12x)= r,~lzx, hence 
rnl2 X in l2 X. 
(4) It follows that in A./2 (n is even) we have s2Yc(R./2)=slYc(R./2~ = 
(r, v2x) ^  (R,v2) = ~¢ (R,~2). 
Theorem 3. With the above conditions, we have 
(a') The system (Ai = A ' /~  ; v,  ^ ,  - ,  s2, i(Ri)) is, for every i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
k = (n -  1)/2, if n is odd and k = n/2, if n is even, a 3 -LM.a .  
(b') The pair (A ,  3) is, for every i = 1 . . . .  , k, a monadic 3-L.M.a. 
Proof. (a') is proved in [3, 4] and (b') is immediate. []  
Corollary 1. I f  n is even, A,~2 is a Boolean algebra (see the above Remark  (4)). 
Corollary 2 ([3, 49. The 3-L.M.a. (A1 = A'/a, ;  v, A, --, S2, i(R1) = {1}) coincides 
with the 3-L.M.a. (A  = A ' /R ;  v,  ^ ,  --, s2, 1 ={1}), as structure. 
Corollary 1'. I f  n is even (see Corollary 1) (A./2, 3) is a monadic Boolean algebra. 
Corollary 2'. The monadic 3-L.M.algebras, (A1,3) and (A,3) have the same 
structure (see Corollary 2). 
Let us consider now, for n odd, the cartesian product P= 
At  × A2x""  × A(,,-l)/z of the above monadic 3-L.M.algebras, with the induced 
operations Vp, Ap,--p,S~, 1 e,~' .  It is easy to prove that, for n>3,  
(P; re,  Ap, --e, Sz P, 1 e) is a 3-L.M.a. [3, 4], and (P, 3 r') is a monadic 3-L.M.a. 
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Note added in proof 
The author has generalized 
Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras. 
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